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Chapter 2950

He didn’t expect that when he set foot in Noirfork’s first cooperation, he met such an excellent girl.

At the moment when he saw her, Wang Ming’s plan to be single for a lifetime couldn’t help shaking.

He even had the idea of   pursuing Helen Qiu in his heart.

And tonight is undoubtedly an excellent opportunity to close their relationship.

“President Wang, that…”

But when Wang Ming kindly invited Helen Qiu, there was an old man behind him, winking at Wang Ming,
and even quietly pulling Wang Ming with his hands.

Judging from the appearance of this old man, he should be someone like the assistant secretary next to Wang
Ming.

But Wang Ming didn’t care at all, his thoughts seemed to be on the woman in front of him.

“Ms. Qiu, wouldn’t it be so shameless?”

“You refused our banquet before, and we are already very sad.”

“If you refuse this on the way, you can only say that you can’t believe our Wang Group too much, and we
may not be able to carry out this cooperation in the future.” Wang Ming said jokingly.

Under Wang Ming’s repeated persuasion, Helen Qiu was too embarrassed to refuse again.

In addition, the delay of the people he was waiting for undoubtedly made Helen Qiu even more angry.

“Mark, bastard, agreed to pick me up.”

“It must be practiced and forgot my wife again~”

“Huh, I’m so mad~”

Helen Qiu looked calm on the surface, but she was very angry in her heart.

She glanced at the distance for the last time, then bit her red lips bitterly, and got into Wang Ming’s car in a
fit of anger.



She is a married person who was sent home by the opposite sex to let her husband know that she would
definitely be angry.

But Helen Qiu wanted to anger Mark, who made him speak for nothing.

Of course, Helen Qiu was also not an impulsive person.

She also agreed to get in Wang Ming’s car after seeing other people in his car.

Although she wants to be angry with Mark, she also has her own principles. That is, you will not ride a car
alone with a person of the opposite sex.

“Mr. Wang, trouble you.”

“You are polite, it is my honor to send Miss Qiu home.” Wang Ming was very happy.

Although this behavior doesn’t mean anything, at least it’s a good start, isn’t it?

However, just as Wang Ming closed the car door and prepared to set off with full of joy.

Suddenly, I just heard a stab~

Under the dark night, the two beams of light resembled swords, splitting the night in an instant.

Then, in the horrified gaze of Wang Ming and others, a black ghost flashed past, the wheels rubbed the
ground to draw a perfect arc on the road, and finally steadily blocked in front of Wang Ming’s car.

“Ok?”

“what happened?”

“Where is such an unqualified person?”

Wang Ming frowned and honked more than a dozen horns, but the other party did not intend to move.

Finally, Wang Ming directly opened the car door and walked down, and said coldly to the people inside
through the car window: “Little brother, get out of the way.”

“I want to play a cool girl and go to the school gate to play, here you are in the wrong place.”

Wang Ming was very upset. The first time he sent the girl he admired home, he was blocked by a small
gangster, which undoubtedly made Wang Ming very shameless.

However, facing Wang Ming’s dissatisfaction, the teenager in the car ignored him.

Instead, the young man poked his head, the corner of his mouth under the sunglasses, with a spoiled smile,
said helplessly in Helen Qiu’s direction: “Hey, my husband is here, can’t you come?”

“You silly girl, you dare to get in anybody’s car, and you are not afraid that others will sell you.”



Chapter 2951

The faint laughter, mixed with a little helplessness, quietly sounded in the night.

The moment she heard this sound, Helen Qiu’s body trembled in the car. The haze in her heart was instantly
wiped out, and her heart was filled with joy instead.

She knew that it was the boy who came.

However, Helen Qiu didn’t get out of the car immediately, instead she turned her head proudly and
deliberately ignored Mark, as if to punish Mark for being late.

“Ok?”

“Husband?”

“What are you shouting nonsense?”

“This is not your wife.”

“You are afraid of admitting the wrong person.”

Hearing Mark’s words, Wang Ming frowned immediately and said coldly.

At the same time, he asked Mark to get out of the car quickly, otherwise he would call the police.

However, ignoring Wang Ming’s warning at all, the door opened and Mark walked out of the car directly.

“What do you want to do?”

“Do you want to fail?”

“Come on, come on~”

Seeing Mark stepping out of the car with a bad face, Wang Ming was a little confused. He thought that the
young man in front of him was going to commit a crime against him.

In panic, Wang Ming suddenly shouted in shock.

However, before Wang Ming finished yelling, Mark stretched out his hand and directly pulled the obnoxious
person aside.

After that, Mark went straight to the front and opened the rear door.

Under Helen Qiu’s panic gaze, Mark directly lifted Helen Qiu out of the car.

The moment Wang Ming saw this scene, his eyes were red!

“Asshole, what are you doing?”



“In broad daylight, how dare you blaspheme Miss Qiu?”

“I warn you, let go of Miss Qiu quickly.”

“Otherwise, Wang Ming will never spare you!”

At this time, Wang Ming, like a mad dog stepped on its tail, yelled at Mark.

In his anger, Wang Ming even wanted to beat Mark.

The woman he admired, he hadn’t even held his hand, but now he was directly embraced by a gangster, and
the hatred of killing his father and seizing his wife was nothing more than that.

It is conceivable that what kind of anger is in Wang Ming’s heart at this moment?

“Let go of me, you rascal, bastard, let go of me~”

“So many people are watching~”

In Mark’s arms, Helen Qiu blushed and struggled.

You know, this is downstairs in the group.

Moreover, it is off work hours, and the employees who come and go are all employees of the Mufan Group.

Everyone is watching.

But now, she, the executive president of the dignified Mufan Group, is directly embraced by the person like
a little woman. If her employees were to see that the cold and majestic image that Helen Qiu had finally
established in the company, wouldn’t it collapse instantly?

How will she be a company in the future?

But where did Mark bother.

The more struggling the woman in his arms, the tighter he hugged instead.

Moreover, Mark seemed to deliberately irritate Wang Ming. While holding Helen Qiu, he smiled at him:
“Why, I hold her, do you have an opinion?”

“Suggest that your grandma is big, you let me put her down, or my young master will kill you!” Wang Ming
was furious, and it was the first time he saw such an arrogant person.

In broad daylight, it’s nothing more than playing a gangster, but you are still here to show off his power?

“Why, is this angry?”

“Then if I tell you, I will not only hug her, but I will kiss her, will you be even more angry?” Mark smiled a
little bit cheaply.

“Asshole, do you dare?” Wang Ming was even more angry, his eyebrows almost bursting into flames.



But as soon as Wang Ming’s words fell, Mark had already bitten on Helen Qiu’s lips with only a bang.
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